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GUEST EDITORIAL

URSI at the Frontiers of Physics, Engineering and
Medicine

E
ver since its creation, URSI, a 
74 year old Scientific Union, 
has regulaiiy undertaken to re- 
view its raison d’être. The last occa

sion for such an introspective analysis 
was the brain-storm meeting held in 
1987 at Corsendonk (Belgium). As a 
result, the unique place of the Union in 
the scientific world was reaffirmed 
strongly, and new fascinating prospects 
were opened up. The XXIV General 
Assembly in Kyoto, Japan (August 25 - 
September 1993) provided a great op- 
portunity to appreciate the impact of 
recent developments and for anticipat- 
ing the future trends of research in radio 
Science.

Most of the scientists associated with 
URSI are also involved in other interna
tional scientific organisations concerned 
with, forexample, precise electromag- 
netic measurements, signal processing, 
telecommunications, electromagnetic 
compatibility, study of the Earth envi
ronment, astronomy, medicine and bi- 
ology. However, in URSI they find a 
unique forum, a place where they can 
meet other scientists with entirely dif
ferent backgrounds, but sharing the 
same or similar scientific interests, all 
of these being related to “Electromag- 
netism”. URSI is at the crossroads of 
fundamental and applied research; 
hence, it provides physicists, engineers 
and biologists with a natural common 
platform for fruitful exchanges of ideas 
and experience.

I
ts unique character allows URSI to 
play a twofold role. On one side, it 
offers a rich and vast scientific ex
pertise, which finds applications in the 

fields of, for example, telecommunica
tions, biology and Earth remote sens- 
ing. On the other side, it lays founda
tions for interdisciplinary cooperative 
studies and research.

Several lines of action recently taken 
are tangible tokens of impetus given to 
URSI in order to extend or reinforce its 
role within its sphere of competence, so
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as to cope with challenges issued by the 
evolution of Science.

Commission K, the new Commission 
on Electromagnetics in Biology and 
Medicine, met for the first time in Kyoto 
with a scientific programme which was 
considered unanimously as extremely 
successful and promising. The exper
tise of URSI in telecommunications has 
been enhanced in the last three years 
thanks to a sustained effort on the part 
of the Scientific Committee on Tel
ecommunications created in 1990, an 
initiative which was welcomed by the 
International Telecommunications Un
ion (ITU). Commissions C and D, 
which carry a major weight in the in- 
creased emphasis put by the Union on 
telecommunications, held in autumn 
1992 the second International Sympo
sium on Signals, Systems and Electron
ics (ISSSE). The series of ISSSE will 
be continued, with a third Symposium 
to be organised in USA.

The Young Scientists Programme, 
which involves activities both at Gen
eral Assemblies and at Scientific meet
ings sponsored by the Union, has been 
enhanced substantially. The amounts 
allocated to this programme from 
URSTs own funds and from other

sources have been increased consider- 
ably, and the active participation of the 
new “generation” has now become a 
component part of URSI scientific 
events. In collaboration with other in
ternational agencies, the Committee on 
Developing Countries has been able to 
develop several programmes and or- 
ganise workshops which serve the needs 
of these countries.

A
t last, the creation of a Net
Work of Correspondents, con 
sisting initially of all regis- 
trants (more than 1,200) of the Kyoto 

General Assembly, is intended to pave 
the way for improved communication 
and exchanges between scientists of the 
URSI community. It should also en- 
courage a closer association of indi- 
viduals with URSI, and promote the 
development of interdisciplinary re
search.

One of the aims of the URSI Press is to 
reflect both the vitality of the Union, 
and the quality and soundness of re
search in every field pursued by it. It is 
indeed most gratifying to read the vari- 
ous publications sponsored by URSI: 
the Radioscientist and the URSI Infor
mation Bulletin (which will be merged 
in the future), the Review of Radio 
Science and Modern Radio Science. 
The conclusion to be drawn from such 
an exercise is that our Union is attract- 
ing the best scientists in the field and 
serves a well defined objective at the 
forefront of Science.

The URSI community is entitled to take 
pride in its mission: to promote and 
organise international research in radio 
Science.

Pierre Bauer

Pierre Bauer was elected President of 
URSI at the XXIV Genera! Assembly at 
Kyoto, Japan. He previously served as 
Chairman of Commission G (1981 -84) 
and as Vice President and Treasure of 
URSI (1990-93).
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___ FROM THE EDITOR ____

This is the last issue of the original Radioscientist. The next 
issue of the URSI magazine will appear in Maich (on time, 
unlike this one) as the Radioscientist Bulletin (I prefer the 
name like this without hyphenation so that “Radioscientist” 
is an adjective qualifying “Bulletin”). Included in this issue 
is a liftout insertion about membership as an URSI Corre
spondent. Read it carefully and follow instructions or you 
may never see the new Radioscientist Bulletin!

The electronic URSI NEWS has begun. The first issue is 
reproduced later in these pages where you will find how to 
get onto the emailing list.

Many issues of the Radioscientist have lacked Letters but 
here you will find an aggressive return. These are the sort of 
Letters you find in Physics Today, for example, and I 
consider them appropriate for the Radioscientist and, so in 
turn, for the Radioscientist Bulletin. If you have views on

the appropriateness or on the issues discussed, write a Let
ter.

The article on Basic Radiation Fields by James Wait is from 
his book, now out of print, for which he holds the copyright. 
An interesting feature is that he derives the fields produced 
by an elementary dipole “without the use of complicated 
dyadic Green’s functions,” as he points out, but also even 
without using retarded vector potentials.

The cover article is from the Proceedings of the Astronomi- 
cal Society of Australia (4, pp. 349-357, 1982), reprinted 
with permission in memory of John Bolton. The article 
relates several discoveries made on these instruments — 
including the hole-in-the-ground dish built by the scientists 
themselves, During WW II, I lived at Dover Heights (as a 
pre-teen) and wondered about the “listening post” as the 
defence radar was known to the locals.

___ LETTERS

ELF EM fields and health
The Commission K tutorial as delivered at the General 
Assembly in Kyoto was very misleading, particularly to 
attendees not from Commission K. Let me piek two exam- 
ples and add two comments.

The first example has to do with the relation between extra- 
lo w-frequency electromagnetic fields (ELF-EMF) and health 
effects. Citing a study done by researchers at the Karolinska 
Institute, the speaker said “... and this will prove beyond a 
reasonable doubt the relation between power lines and a 
health effect” (like leukemia). The exact health effect from 
the Karolinska study doesn’t matter, because there is a 
second Swedish study done independently and covering a 
large group of subjects over several years, as in the Karolinska 
study. Everyassociation with aparticular health effect in one 
study was not found in the other (Science, letter Volume 260, 
p.13, 2 April 1993)! The speaker made no reference to the 
conflicting results of the two studies leaving the audience 
with incomplete Information and the wrong impression.

The second example has to do with breast cancer. The 
speaker said “there is probably a relation between ELF-EMF 
and breast cancer.” Any listener unfamiliar with the litera- 
ture would assume breast cancer in women. In fact, the 
report in the literature refers to a few cases of breast cancer 
in men in a very large number of men studied and without a 
reasonable control group for comparison. Again, a mislead
ing impression.

Neither of these examples is in the tutorial presented in 
Modern Radio Science 1993, although they were in the oral 
version at Kyoto.

Finally, in the lecture there was an uncalled for personal 
attack on a respected physicist who had reminded the com- 
munity that all systems not at absolute zero have electrical 
noise and, in the case of cells in the human body the noise is 
significant, up to several orders of magnitude stronger than 
the fields induced in cells by power lines and video display 
terminals. In engineering terms, the signal-to-noise ratio in 
a cell is orders of magnitude less than one, the signal is 
swamped by the noise, a very serious problem in an already 
complicated field. Interested participants should read Chap- 
ter 37 in the Review of Radio Science for a more balanced 
account of the state of the field.

W. E. Cordon
Honorary President, URSI

W. R. Adey replies —

Since Professor Gordon apparently has no background in 
bioelectromagnetics or related biomedical Sciences, it is 
difficult to know whether to take his remarks seriously. I 
respond simply because his remarks are totally at variance 
with a broad and growing body of factual information.

Suffice it to point out that the Federation of American 
Societies of Experimental Bioiogy (FASEB), with member 
societies covering the entire spectrum of medical Sciences 
and a combined membership exceeding 20,000, has held 
invited symposia on bioelectromagnetics at its Annual Meet
ing for the past three years. My subject material dealt 
accurately and precisely with the major topics of these 
symposia.

Please allow me to deal seriatim with the points raised by 
Professor Gordon.
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LETTERS
Professor Gordon alleges that I stated that the Karolinska 
power line study “will prove beyond a reasonable doubt the 
relation between power lines and a health effect”. I made no 
such statement, nor is it in the text of my paper. The truth is 
far different. I showed a slide with a (correct) quote frbm a 
leading S wedish scientist in bioelectromagnetic research, Dr 
Kjell Hansson Mild, of the Swedish National Institute of 
Occupational Health, who said that the Karolinska study “is 
remarkably clear in pointing to a connection between cancer 
and magnetic field exposure. This study confirms earlier 
findings with astonishing precision.”

Based on this Karolinska study, the Swedish Government 
established a National Electrical Safety Agency on the day 
following release of the Karolinska study; so that whatever 
may have been the findings in the unspecified “second 
Swedish study” cited by Professor Gordon, one may assume 
that its findings were not considered of equivalent value by 
the Swedish authorities.

Moreover, as Professor Mild has pointed out, the Karolinska 
study “confirms earlier findings with astonishing precision.” 
The Karolinska study is the first study to add a factor of 
measured dose-dependence. It is one of four studies in peer 
reviewed literature that have found a relationship between 
childhood leukemia and proximity to power lines [Savitz et 
al. (1988) in Denver; London et al. (1991) in Southern 
California; and Olsen et al. (1993) in Denmark], with 
measured magnetic fields or use of wiring codes as a surro- 
gate measure for long-term magnetic field exposure. Moreo
ver, Davis and Milham (1989) found 5 deaths in 7 years from 
B cell lymphoma in a work force of 350 aluminium plant 
workers exposed to fields from 120,000 Amp smelting pots; 
and clear evidence of immunosuppression (reversed T4 
helper-TB suppressor lymphocyte ratios) in 14 of 23 non- 
lymphomatous workers.

Professor Gordon’s allusions to my discussions of breast 
cancer are even less accurate. He States that “the report in the 
literature refers to a few cases of breast cancer in men in a 
very large number of men studies and without a reasonable 
control group for comparison.” In fact, I showed two slides 
taken from the studies of Matanoski et al. (1990) from the 
John Hopkins School of Public Health.

These investigators examined subsets of 4547 cable splicers 
and 9561 central office technicians from a population of 
50,582 New York telephone workers (the control group that 
Professor Gordon says did not exist). These workers in 
telephone switch rooms are exposed to a mix of soldering 
fumes and solvents, as well as to 60 Hz fields not exceeding
0.4 |iT, and to switching fields. This study reported a 
standardised incidence ratio (SIR) of 6.5 for male breast 
cancer, and is one of three reports of an excess male occupa
tional risk (Demers et al. 1990; Tynes and Andersen, 1990).

Nor has the study of breast cancer risk been restricted to men,

as Professor Gordon asserts. In postmenopausal women 
using electric blankets throughout the night, the odds-ratio 
for breast cancer has been reported at 1.31 (Venaetal. 1991). 
Matanoski links this risk to interference by the fields with 
normal pineal melatonin cycling, an essential requirement 
for normal oestrogen receptor formation in the breast and 
now tentatively linked to risk of breast cancer.

Professor Gordon’s final remark about “an uncalled for 
personal attach on a respected physicist” is apparently a. 
reference to slides which I showed, totally without comment, 
of remarks by Professor Robert Adair that are typical of his 
many scurrilous attacks on those who have pioneered the 
fields of nonlinearelectrodynamics and nonequilibrium proc- 
esses. With far more justification, I might express outrage on 
behalf of the physics community for Professor Adair’s 
evaluation of work pioneered by the late Professor Herbert 
Frohlich, whose monumental contributions in the fields of 
superconductivity and on the role of coherent charge States 
in biomolecular Systems have laid many of the foundations 
for the new and burgeoning field of bioelectromagnetics.

But then I am not a physicist, and do not presume to tread 
with such blundering nonchalance into realms beyond my 
professional expertise, as Professor Gordon and his ilk 
apparently feel so free to do.

As a final parenthesis, one may wonder why Professor 
Gordon made no attempt to intercede in the discussions that 
followed my lecture at the Kyoto URSI General Assembly. 
His points of view would have added a refreshing perspec- 
tive, and there was very ample opportunity.

W. Ross Adey, M.D.
Associate Chief of Staff for Research and Development 
Lorna Linda University School of Medicine

W. E. Gordon replies —

With regard to the above reply, my background in bioelectro
magnetics is a year’s immersion in assessing the state of 
power line and video display terminal frequencies and health 
with a panel composed of medical doctors, physiologists, 
cell biologists, epidemiologists, engineers, physicists, and 
statisticians. The panel collecti vely evaluated the published 
literature (1000+ articles) and produced a book, Health 
Effects ofLow Frecjuency Electric and Magnetic Fields, a 
summary of the book in pamphlet form and in Enviwnmental 
Science and Technology, January 1993 and a letter to Sci
ence, vol. 260, 2 April 93.

The Karolinska paper and the second Swedish study are 
compared in the Science letter. On the breast cancer issue my 
remarks stand. The uncalled-for personal attack continues in 
Dr. Adey’s letter. The Tutorial Session did not include time 
for comments since the speaker fully utilized the time avail- 
able, and the Chair promptly adjourned the session.
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electronic URSI NEWS

The next three pages show how the first (actually “1,1”) issue 
of the new “'''''‘"'""' URSI NEWS” should have appeared on 
the sereens of the recipients. The file was set in a mono- 
spaced font (Courier 10) to make this so.

If you have a unique email address (NOT one care of 
“Postmaster”) send a short email (e.g., “Please add...”) to 
ursi@physics.otago.ac.nz. Please do not use fax orordinary 
mail to do this since I cannot then be sure that the address you 
provide is correct. I will use the address which Internet 
provides to “Reply”, not the address you give me, unless you 
explain otherwise. Further details are given in '’,<r'r"m< LJRSI 
NEWS below.

The addresses below did not work. If you can identify 
yourselfherejustsend “ursi”an email tohaveitfixed. Some 
addresses were erased (shown below as “o”) because they 
could not be sent. All the others were sent but were returned 
as “unknown host” or “unknown user”.

Bozsoki, I............................ <t-bozsoki@nov.mht.bme.hu>
Buzek, O....................................<ure68@cspgcsl l.bitnet>
Chugunov, ...................................<chugun@appl.hhov.su>
Cohen, R.J....................................<rcb@star.jb.man.ac.uk>
Fiala, V...........................................<frbl @cspgig 11.bitnet>
Gallagher, T.G...................................<tomgalla@ir!earn.O>
Hagelin, Sven .................................... <svehag@foa.lin.se>

Halm, S........................................... <zrhs@plwatuzi,bitnet>
Holt, John...............................<jmh@chaos.haystack,edu>
Jacobson, Abram..............................<ajacbson@lanl.gov>
Karasek, M.........................................................................o
Katila, T.............................................<lkt-tk@finhut.hut.fi>
Kriezis, E.R.....................<mkrtezis@vergina.eng.auth.gr>
Maeda, Hiroshi.......... <hiroshi@fourier.kyushu-u.ac.jp>
Martelluggi, A............................<fubdptl @itcaspur.earn>
Malus, F....................................<matus@espgas 11 ,bitnet>
Matuura, N................... <matuura@stelab.nagoya-u.ap.jp>
Mazanek, M....................... <mmazanek@cspuntl2.bitnet>
Migulin, V.V...................................... <obukh@ire.msk.su>
Moore, R.K..............................<eremote@ukanvax.bitnet>
Moran, J.M.......................................... <moran@cfa.bitnet>
Neto, Horacio.........................<d517%ist@inesc.inesc.pt>
Ornellas, M............................... <ornellas@nepae.ufsm.br>
Pickholtz, R...................<pickholtz@seas.gwu.edu,bitnet>
Reinisch, Bodo................................................................. <>
Rottger, Jurgen .......................... <jurgen@eiscathq.ir.f.se>
Schuch, N.J..............................<njschuch@nepae.ufsm.br>
Seeber, R.......................... <rseeber@mikomtek.csir.co.za>
Tan, SoonJYim.............................<esytan@ntuvax.bitnet>
Tharek, A..........................................<e-kjp@utmkl.bitnet>
Tlamicha, A...................................<astsun@cs.earn.bitnet>
Vaughan, Rodney.............................................................o
Wild, Matthew......................... <wild@wdccl.nd.rl.ac.wk>
Wittke, P.H..................................<wittke@qucdnee.bitnet>
Wong, Mau_Tai................................ <wong@cnet.issy.fr>

Al the Kyoto GeneralAssembly Bancjuel, August 30, 1993, in the Takaragaike Prince Hotel Left to right: Hiroshi 
Matswnoto, Mrs. Malsnnwlo, Sogo Okanntra, Mrs. Okannira, M. Moriwoto, Mrs. Okoshi, Takanori Okoshi.
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Welcome to the issue "# 1.1" of the electronic URSI NEWS, a 
paperless version of the original URSI NEWS of 1987-1990. This 
issue is for (i) those whose addresses I received from kind readers 
of # 1.0 who corrected my garbled verslons (many thanks — sorry I 
did not acknowledge individually), and (ii) those who couldn't read 
# 1.0 because I forgot to save it as "Text Only with line break" 
before sending by "URSI mailer" so some received each paragraph as 
one long line. This issue and future issues is/will be 68 
characters long. I hope this fits all sereens. If not, please let 
me know. I also forgot the "signature" designed for Eudora. If you 
want to print this out as it appears on my screen, use Courier 12 or 
any other monospaced font.

The purposes of the electronic URSI NEWS are:

1. To get Information to you (as an URSI person) which cannot wait 
for the next issue of the Radioscientist Bulletin (e.g. last minute 
changes to URSI conferences and sessions).

2. To provide two-way electronic communication through URSI NEWS 
for the URSI community, particularly for those in countries where 
conventional communication by paper is slow or unreliable or 
expensive. This electronic communication would be mainly in the 
form of "Letters to the Editor" but could also include person-to- 
person email using the address list we will publish in URSI NEWS 
(probably in the next issue — after I have received requested 
additions, subtractions, and modifications to these email 
addresses).

The present email address list consists of (i) those who added their 
names to forms circulated at Commission business meetings or pinned 
on the notice board at Kyoto and (ii) those "officials" listed in 
the 1992 Bulletin who provided email addresses in Internet form. On 
sorting into countries I found several having the same userid so I 
added only one of each on my list. I had to omit any to 
"postmaster" since my mailer cannot send names as well. A few 
addresses are inadequate in the Bulletin or on the handwritten list 
(or were misread by us).

Of the 142 addresses to which "URSI NEWS 0" ( a dummy for address 
testing) was sent, 41 were returned as "unknown". Readers of "URSI 
NEWS 1" sent me corrected verslons of several of these. Remaining 
ones are:

(this list appears in full on the previous page of this issue of the Radioscientist)
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I will print this list (with names as well) in the "December" issue 
of the Radioscientist, so they can email me their correct Internet 
address (see below).

If you wish to be added to (or be removed from) the list, or if we 
have your name or address wrong, please email me at 
ursi@physics.otago.ac.nz. I expect your name, brief address and 
email address will appear in Internet form on the header I get from 
your email. If you want to be really helpful, include this 
Information in Internet form like so:

Dowden R.L. New_Zealand <dowden@otago.ac.nz>

Note that there are FOUR fields separated by a tab or one or more 
spaces — your family name, given name or initials, country, and 
finally your full <Internet address>. Note also use of or
to avoid making extra fields. This form is what I use to sort by 
country and by family name. Even if you receive email on a network 
other than Internet (e.g., bitnet, DECnet (SPAN), GSFCmail, JANET, 
NASA.MAIL, OMNET, UUCP), put <address> in Internet form or at least 
teil me which network you use. Despite wanting all this, I can only 
use the address within o for sending URSI NEWS.

I had intended that certain issues of URSI NEWS may be limited to 
specific Commissions. The idea was to save you getting issues you 
don't want, but this just is not possible for me to implement since 
there are so many different combinations. So sorry, you will get 
all issues or none!

Feel free to FORWARD this or any "issue" of URSI NEWS to colleagues 
who want it, and/or to print it out for placing on a notice board. 
This is particularly important if you are the only one of the many 
using the same user account. This will also help to get the message 
to the 41 whose addresses don't work at present. FORWARDing to a 
list of local recipients — a sort of electronic Chain letter! — 
could be a way of reducing costs if you have to pay for incoming 
international email.

So far, this URSI NEWS costs me (and URSI) nothing. When the huge 
volume of outgoing email is discovered by the powers that be here, 
this may change. So such a chain letter system may be necessary. I
use "URSI Mailer", a program in C made for me which works on UNIX
machines, to send URSI NEWS to an address list on a file. The 
mailers "Eudora" and "elms" can1t handle large address lists (> 100 
entries). If you wish to use this to forward future issues of URSI 
NEWS, let me know.

Getting "junk email" is worse than the paper sort. It can fill up 
your disk allocation and bounce back wanted email, so we must ensure
that URSI NEWS isn't junk email to some people. If YOU don't want
URSI NEWS — teil me! You may get two copies because I used two 
valid addresses to you. If so, teil which one I should use.

Sorry, there's only an old "news" item (see below) in this issue of
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URSI NEWS because I took so long to get the maller going. There 
will be news, and future issues of URSI NEWS, only when I get items 
like this by email. You are both the readers and writers. Nothing 
in, nothing out! Contributions or "Letters" can be (and should be) 
guite short — even only a line or two. All may be edited (but only 
very rarely) and must include the author's name. Any email sent to 
this addrèss ("ursi") will be considered a submitted contribution 
unless clearly stated otherwise. Checking of submitted news reports 
is not possible so we are relying on rapid email response from YOU 
if you read something here which is incorrect or incomplete. The 
Editor takes no responsibility. Other Editorial policy will be 
worked out progressively — any suggestions on this are very 
welcome.

NASA’s ambitieus dual SETI programme, the High Resolution uwave 
Survey, formerly uwave Observing Project, has apparently "had its 
plug pulled" by the U.S. Congress, which is a major disappointment. 
There has been surprisingly little news about it—I didn't even get 
the usual urgent appeal for funds from the Planetary Society, of 
which I am a member—all I saw was a tiny news item in the Denver 
paper. Seth Shostak of the SETI Institute did indicate they were 
trying to get private funding to carry on; I have heard no more. If 
anyone is interested, Internet addresses of those concerned are:

Paul Horowitz, Harvard: paulh@huhepl.HARVARD.EDU 
SETI: lemar@seti.edu.ar 
Seth_Shostak@setigate.seti-inst.edu

Horowitz is co-author with Carl Sagan of the interesting paper 
on the META project in Sep. 20 1Astrophysical Journal'. Lemar, in 
Buenos Aires, is editor with Seth Shostak of the newsletter of the 
SETI Institute in Mt. View, California.

Incidentally, somebody at Carl Sagan's lecture here on asteroid 
impacts and mass extinctions (us...?) said during question time 
that there should be a search for intelligent life in the US 
Congress. Very apt.

Roger Williams, Dept. of Commerce Boulder Labs
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Basic Radiation Fields
James R Wait

2210 East Waverly, Tucson Az 85719, (602) 325 1005

Abstract. We present a tutorial exposition' of the physical 
derivation of the electromagnetic fields of small current and 
loop clements in a homogeneous conducting medium. We 
avoid the use of complicated dyadic Green’ s functions which 
abound in most classic text books on electromagnetic theory. 
We depend heavily on the use of electric and magnetic Hertz 
vectors. Great simplification is achieved by beginning with 
the quasistatic forms for the dipole fields of these elementary 
sources. It is hoped students will find our approach a helpful 
adjunct to the more conventional fare in undergraduate and 
first year graduale courses in electrical engineering.

E,.

Ee

1. RADIATION EROM A CURRENT ELEMENT

A basic building block in the analysis of radiating systems is 
the current element or electric dipole. We will present a 
direct derivation of the electromagnetic fields of such a 
dipole that begins with the static field behaviour.

Fig. 1. Electric dipole, or current element of infinitesimal 
length, and spherical coordinate system.

Using Ampere’s law, we now deduce that the corresponding 
magnetic field Hij, is related to Jr via

With respect to conventional spherical coordinates (r, 9, <p), 
the dipole is located at the origin and is oriented in the polar 
or z direction, as illustrated in Figure 1. The surrounding 
medium is assumed to be homogeneous with electrical 
constants (7, e, and ju. The “dipole” is to be regarded as a 
current element or filament of length f carrying a constant 
current I throughout its length, The current density J at some 
point P at distance r from the dipole, large compared with its 
length, is then deduced to be the resultant of a current point 
source at z = Hl and a current point sink at z = - (/2. Then 
it easily follows that

U cos 9 
Inr1

(la)

ÏK In e
ƒ H^rsin 9 dtp = II Jrr2 sin 9 d9 d(j> (2)
o <p—o o

This is a statement that the total current through a ring of 
radius /■ sin 0 is equal to the magnetic field integrated around 
the ring. It easily follows that

II sin 9 
H>'S^rr

By symmetry it is evident that

H, =Hg=0

(3)

_ It sin 9 
4 TTr3

and

An application of Ohm’s law to (la) and (1b) tells us that 
(lb)

Itcos 9 
2 nor7.

(4a)

^=0

where we have assumed r » l. The development of 
equation (1) is fully analogous to Equations 1 -32 and -33 [ 1 ] 
See also Chapter 1, Section 1.15 [1].

“This material closely follows first port of Chapter 6 of 
Reference [1 ] but corrections have been made.

Itsin 9 
4 nor7

(4b)

In fact (3), (4a) and (4b) are the nonzero field components Er, 
Eq, and Hij, of a purely static dipole in the medium of 
conductivity o. We can now generalize the results to a time- 
varying field, with, say, a harmonie time factor exp (icot), in 
the following fashion; first of all, we write Ohm’s law in its 
general form,
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J = (cr + /e(y)E (5) Exercise: Show that ifwe define an auxiliary functionA by

so that the electric field near the dipole must behave as

U cos B
E.

r 2n{a + ieco)r

H0 = — sin 6 
^ dr

(6) A satisfies

(15)

IC sin B
4n{a + ieco)r:>

(7) and

3A 
drV dr

= y2r2A (16)

Now Maxwell’s equations for the present configuration are 
given by

r) r)F~(rEe)-^f = ~ill.corH^ (8)
dr dB

~(sin 9H,p) = (<7+i£CO)rsin B Er (9) 
dB

ICe~yr
Anr

(17)

Exercise: Verify directly that (12), (13) and (14) satisfy 
Maxwell’s equations.

Exercise: Show that when \yr\ °o,

e6 = o»)

—-{rH) = -{a+iE(D)rEg (10) where
dr

By inserting the latter two equations (for Er and E0) into the 
first, we deduce that

i[ico 
<7 + ieco

a2K) i 8

dr2 r dB
___d_

sin 6 dB
(sin 9

and
frH,= 0 (11)

where y2 = i^co{a + ieco). Anappropriatesolutionof(ll) 
is evidently

yUe yr sin0 
Anr

(19)

HA=-^~Til + yr)e'YrsmÖ (12)
^ Anr2 '

This has the appropriate outgoing behaviour as r —> 00 and it 
reduces to (3) as yr —> 0. Also, as cu-> 0, it tends to the static 
form (3) for any r. Finally, by using (9) and (10), we deduce 
that the electric field components corresponding to (12) are

For lossless media (cr = 0) we see that y = //), where

P = (£(i)l/2 co. Then we find that

rr _ ylCe yr sin0
(20)

E..
IC cos 6

2n(a + ieco)r
-(1 + yi')e ■yr (13)

Itsin 9
An((J+i£CO)r

3 (1 + yi-+y2r2)e yr (14)

These, of course, reduce to the quasi-static forms (6) and (7) 
as lyH —> 0, and they also reduce to the purely static forms (4a) 
and (4b) as cu —> 0.

Er =---- r(l + ipr)e-iPr cos 9 (21)
Iniecor

Ee=---——r (1 + ipr-p2r2 )e~'^r sin 9 (22)
Aniecor

If we now think of the current element as two time-varying
charges +q and -q separated by a smal! distance i, we can 
replace / by dq/dt, or icoq, and then (13) and (14) are replaced 
by
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Er = -^~-{\ + iPr)e~'Pr cos 6 (23)
2ner

U7 U
4jt{a + ieco)r

-yr (31)

£e =—^-(1 + iBr — p2r2)e~'Pr sin 6 (24)
4ner

From these we recover the appropriate electrostatic formulas

qÉcos6
2ner3

(25)

püsin 0
4ner3

(26)

in the limit as pi' 0.

2. THE HERTZ VECTORS*

It can be readily verified that this choice leads to the required 
form for the fields produced by the current element. For 
example, we may note that

Hq =((7 + /ety)curl^ri = (cr + ie©)
dp

and

= -^(ï + Yi-)e~yrsmd (32)
4nr

r = (p2 + z2)1/2 and sin0 = —
r

In dealing with the electromagnetic fields produced by 
current-carrying wires [1], it is convenient to employ the

Hertz vector O. For a homogeneous medium we define it 
such that its curl leads back to the magnetic field vector H. 
The constant of proportionality is chosen to agree with 
accepted convention [2]. Thus we write

H = (cr+/'eft))curl Ê (27)

Then from Maxwell’s equations

E = curl curl FT (28)

Exercise: Employ (28) to obtain explicit expressions for Ep 
and Ez for the current element and show that these are 
consistent with (13) and (14).

We argue that any distribution of applied or impressed 
currents can be represented as a superposition of individual 
current elements. For example, for an infinitesimal volume 
bounded by the lines of current flow and two (cross-sec- 
tional) surfaces da normal to them, the current in the volume 
element is J da, where J is the impressed current density. In 
the case where the vector current density has only a z 
component 5IIZ, is given by

or 5n,
Jzda l e ^ 

4it{a + ie(0) R
(33)

E = ~72 Ê + grad div ft (29)

To avoid conceptual difficulties, we elect tb leave ft unde- 
fined right at the impressed source(s) of the electromagnetic 
field. However, the form of the Hertz vector near a source 
can be determined from prior considerations. An example is 
given in what follows.

where £ is the length of the current element and R is the 
distance from the current element to the observation point.

Obviously, now we may replace da i by the elemental 
volume dv and integrale over the volume Vcontaining all the 
source elements td yield an expression for the resultant Hertz 
vector that has only a z component:

In the case of a current element IÉ located at the origin of a 
cylindrical coordinate system (p, <p, z) and oriented in the z 
direction, we are led to write (34)

ft = (0, o, nz)

where

(30) Similar equations would relate the x and y components of the
Hertz vector to the x and y components of the impressed 
currents. Thus in vector form we write

*Thefirst systematic use of these vectors was made by the Dr 
Heinrich Hertz, Professor of Physics in the University of 
Bonn, (Wiedmann’sAnn. Vol.36, 1-22, 1989).

ft = 1
4n(a + ieco)

dv (35)
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where J here denotes the impressed current density vector. 
The corresponding field vectors are then obtained by operat- 
ing on (35) with the use of (27) and (29). The resulting 
expressions are valid only for a homogeneous region of 
infinite extent.

We now return to the basic form of Maxwell’s equations that 
include a source of electric current density J. These are

curl E = -ij-ioM (36)

curl H = (er + ieco)E + J (37)

for the usual time factor exp {icot). Then on using (29) and 
(37), we see that

curl curl Ö -graddiv ft +72fl = ---- ^— (38)
er + ieco

which is applicable for a homogeneous region. This equa- 
tion can be written in symbolic form

(V2 -72) n =---- —— (39)
o + ieco

where

V2 = -curl curl + grad div

area dA is located at the origin of a cylindrical coordinate 
system (p, 0, z) and oriented in the axial direction. We 
discussed the static solution for this problem in [1, Chap. 1] 
where we showed that magnetic fields could be derived from 
the gradiënt of a scalar potential. We also introduced the 
concept of the Hertz vector in that context. The result can be 
generalized to the dynamic cases by analogy with the above 
treatment for the electric current element. Thus we are led to 
write

n" = (0, 0, n°) (43)

where

n° = ]M_e~yR (44)
1 AnR

where R is the distance from the small loop to the observer. 
Clearly,

(V2-y2)fr= 0 (for P * 0) (45)

where V2 is the laplacian operator in rectangular or cylindri
cal coordinates.

Using (41) and (42), we now see that the nonzero field 
components of the small loop in spherical coordinates (r, ö, 
0) are

is a vector operator. Actually, in rectangular coordinates we 
may express it as follows:

v2 n = ix v2 nv + iy v2 nv+iz v2 nz (40)

Using the development of the preceding section, we can now 
assert that for an unbounded region (35) is a solution of the 
imhomogeneous Helmholtz equation given by (39.

The Hertz vector H that we have introduced is associated 
with the impressed electric current density J in the homoge
neous region under consideration. Sometimes, it is conven-

ient to employ the magnetic Hertz vector FT. It is defined 
in an analogous fashion by saying that for a homogeneous 
region the electric field may be derived from

E = -/pcucurl fr (41)

Then from Maxwell’s equations

H = {-y2 + grad div) 0° (42)

A good example of a situation where the magnetic Hertz 
vector is useful is when we wish to compute the field of a 
small loop of wire carrying a uniform current I. The loop of

i|^4(i+ y,.s.n0 (46)
v Anr

Hr = -^-(1 + y,-)e~yr cos d (47)
2nr

He=~~{\ + y>-+y2r2)e-rr smd (48)

As lyH —> 0, these expressions reduce to the appropriate static 
forms. Also, as \yr\ —> °o, we see that

r, ,, -iucoIdAe~Yr sin 6 ,Ar..E0=- riHd = —^----- --------------  (49)
v 4nr

To emphasize the duality of the small, linear, electric current 
element and the small loop carrying a circumferential cur
rent, we exploit the magnetic current concept. Thus we set

/ dA = (iRCd)-1 Mz £ (50)

where Mz is the equivalent z-directed magnetic current and 
i is the length of this equivalent element. Then (44) is 
rewritten
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n" = MJ -yr

4 Ki/u co R
(51)

We now are in the position to generalize the previous 
discussion by writing Maxwell’s equations in the form

respectively, the fields are obtained from

E = (~y2 + grad div) H - i/uco curl fï° (56) 

H = (-y2 + grad div) n° + (ct+/eft))curl O (57)

curl E = -i/ucda - M (52)

curl H = (cr+/£éu)E + J (53)

where both electric and magnetic source densities J and M 
are allowed. As before, the electric Hertz vector satisfies 
(39) but, in addition, we can assert that the magnetic Hertz 
vector satisfies

~ - M
(V2-y2)n°=-------- (54)

ipuo

3. Final Remarks

We do not claim that our treatment of this basic subject will 
satisfy everyone. Also there has been some loss of rigour in 
the presentation and some gaps in the derivation occur. 
Never the less a diligent reader should have no difficulty in 
following the main line of thought. To follow up on the 
implementation of the Hertz vector in radiation, propagation 
and scattering, the keen student might consult the texts [1,2, 
3] where many other references are given.

4. REFERENCES

Employing the previous logic, we can write the solution of 
(54) for an unbounded homogeneous region in the form

1 r eT yKrr =---------f-------Mdv (55)
4 m/J co Jv R

where M is the distribution of the impressed magnetic 
current density enclosed by volume V.

[1] J R Wait, Electromagnetic Wave Theory, Harper and 
Row/Wiley, 1984/1987 editions out of print, 1992 
preprint of revised 1992 edition available for a limited 
time from the author who holds the copyright.

[2] J A Stratton, Electromagnetic Theory, McGraw Hill 
1941,

[3] A Ishimaru, Electromagnetic Wave Propagation, Ra
diation and Scattering, Prentice Hall, 1991.

In the general case, for a homogeneous region where we have Wotefrom Editor: The G reek font used has no bold, so the 
both source electric and source magnetic currents, J and M, Hertzian vectors are written here as fl and n° ]

The old URS1 Board and the Japanese Organising Committee for the XXIV Genera! Assembly at a 
traditional dinner in Kyoto as guests of the Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation (NTT).
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The following paper is reproduced in toto (including foot- 
note below) as a tribute to John Bolton Who diedin 1993 (see 
Bulletin, Sept, 1993, p. 3forobituary). The Editorexpresses 
grateful acknowledgement to A. R. Hyland, President of the 
Astronomical Society of Australia, for permission to repub- 
lish and to John Masterson, of the CSIRO Division of 
Radiophysics for supplying the original photographs and 
graphical records.

Radio Astronomy at Dover 
Heights
J. G. Bolton*

In this contribution, which is an expanded version of an 
invited lecture at the 1982 AGM at Noosa Heads, the author 
recalls some of the early work in radio astronomy from 
Dover Heights.

1946

The Radiophysics field, which took its name from the 
Sydney suburb in which it was situated, Dover Heights, was 
an area of about 5 ha on the cliff-top south of the entrance to 
Sydney Harbour. It was an Australian Army Reserve and in 
the later years of the war had a 200 MHz coastal defence 
radar; the site was also used by Radiophysics staff for tests 
on experimental radars.

Early in 1946 J. L. Pawsey with Ruby Payne-Scott and L. L. 
McCready had used the Army radar there in a passive 
(receiver) mode and another similar installation at Collaroy, 
north of the harbour, to conclusively link the enhanced solar 
radio emission at 200 MHz with sunspots. Shortly after I 
joined Radiophysics in September 1946 Pawsey had at- 
tempted to confirm J. S. Hey’s newly reported discovery of 
fluctuations in thecosmic background from the constellation 
of Cygnus. He was unable to repeat Hey’s result.

At the suggestion of D. F. Martyn, the ionospheric physicist,

The author was a distinguished member of the CSIRO 
Division of Radiophysics from 1946 to 1955 and from 1961 
to 1981. Immediately after the period described here he was 
appointed Professor of Physics and Astronomy at the 
California Institute of Technology, where he set up the 
Owens Valley Radio Observatory. He returned to the 
Division in 1961 to become Director of the Australian 
National Radio Observatory. Until his retirement in 1981, 
he was responsible for the commissioning and suhsequent 
operation of the Parkes radio telescope and played a major 
role in the decisions to build the 48-inch Schmidt telescope 
and the 4-m Anglo-Aiistralian Telescope. Born in 1922, he 
died in his sleep on 6th Jnly, 1993.

I was asked to investigate the polarisation properties of the 
sunspot radiation. Martyn predicted that this would be 
predominantly circulaiiy polarised and that in the case of 
bipolar spot the sense of the circular polarisation would 
reverse near central meridian passage. I built two Yagi 
aerials for 60 MHz, an alt-azimuth mounting, and a switch 
consisting of quarter-wavelengths of 75W cable and a ‘post 
office’ relay to reverse the sense of circular polarisation 
acceptedby theorthogonalpairofYagis. To these was added 
a modified radar receiver, an Esterline-Angus chart recorder 
with a microswitch operated by a cam on the chart drive; the 
latter provided the switching voltage to change the polarisa
tion switch at intervals related to the chart speed selected. 
Bruce Slee joined me as a technical assistant and we set up 
the equipment at Dover Heights in November 1946. The Sun 
at the time was almost dormant and we made attempts to 
detect other astronomical bodies using the two Yagis in a 
parallel configuration overlooking the sea. Our local library 
consisted of ‘Astronomy’ by Russell, Dugan and Stewart and 
‘Norton’s Star Atlas’. We used the former to hazard guesses 
as to which types of objects might emit copious amounts of 
radio emission and the latter to find the position of the 
brightest candidate in each class. Our efforts were unfortu-

Fignre 1. The 100 MHz. Yagis used for work on polarization 
of solar radiation at Dover Heights in 1947. With the two 
Yagis parallel and as a sea interferometer, this aerial was 
used for the discovery of the first eight discrete sources.
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Figure 2. The 200 MHzfour-Yagi array usedfor the study 
ofsolar radiation from Dover Heights in 1947.

nately not successful and after a week or two they were cut 
short by an unheralded visit from Pawsey, who noted that the 
aerials were not looking at the Sun. Suffice it to say that he 
was not amused and we were both ordered back to the Lab. 
Bruce was reassigned to McCready to work on receiver 
construction and I to assist Gordon Stanley, who was build
ing equipment to go on an eclipse expedition to Brazil early 
the following year. This equipment was fairly wel! advanced 
and my job was to add polarisation and flux density calibra- 
tion facilities. The eclipse observations were to be made at 
two frequencies, 100 and 200 MHz. The aerial systems are 
shown in Figures 1 and 2.

1947

Towards the end of February 1947 Pawsey came into the 
room where Gordon and I were working and told us that the 
expedition to Brazil was not to take place. He then said, Tf 
you can think of anything to do with all this equipment—you 
can have it.’ As he reached the door he turned round and, 
almost as an afterthought, and in typical Pawsey fashion, 
said, Tf you can think of anything to do with Gordon Stanley 
— you can have him too!’. The opportunity was too good to 
miss; we spent the afternoon loading everything we had built 
on to a truck together with tools, spares and test equipment 
and early the following morning we were unloading into the 
former Army blockhouse on the edge of the cliff at Dover 
Heights. By 11 am we had built aone-valvesuper-regenera-

tive receiver for the broadcast band, since a Test Match 
between England and Australia was due to start at that time. 
We then starled to install the solar receivers. The day we had 
everything in working order the largest bipolar spot seen for 
some years appeared on the limb of the Sun; ho wever, it was 
completely inactive for almost a week. Finally on a Saturday 
afternoon, as I unlocked the door of the blockhouse on my 
return from lunch, I heard the pen of one of the recorders hit 
the stop at •the end of its travel. It was the 200 MHz recorder. 
I switched all three recorders from inches-per-hour to inches- 
per-minute and reduced the gain settings on all receivers to 
a minimum. Shortly afterwards the 100 MHz recorder hit its 
stop as the activity at 200 MHz decreased and three minutes 
later the 60 MHz recorder went off scale. Activity at all three 
frequencies ceased after about 15 min. This was the first 
outburst of its kind (later designated Type II by Paul Wild) 
to be observed. A calculation based on the time intervals and 
estimates of the plasma levels in the solar atmosphere at the 
three frequencies gave an outward velocity of -1000 km s~ 
1 and a time of flight between Sun and Earth of 26 h. The 
following evening a conspicuous aurora was seen from 
Sydney — a very rare event. The observation of the outburst 
was published in Nature,1 together with data by Ruby Payne- 
Scott and D E Yabsley on delays of the order of 1 s between 
two frequencies on short solar bursts (Wild’s Type III).

The following day the Sun rosé with a violent noise storm in 
progress. This storm lasted through the next solar rotation, 
Near central meridian passage on the second appearance in 
April we did see the reversal of the sense of circular polari
sation as Martyn had predicted. In fact it changed several 
times at each frequency, owing, it was clear, to changes in the 
relative intensities of several radiating sources. I wrote up 
the observations for Martyn but the joint paper with his 
theoretical considerations never eventuated.

Solar activity continued at a relatively low level during May 
and dropped to zero in June, when Gordon and I decided to 
conduct an empirical search for radio sources using sea 
interferometers at 100 and 200 MHz. On the first night of 
observation a cable broke on the 200 MHz aerial and the 
same happened to our only soldering iron as we attempted to 
repair the cable. The 100 MHz equipment which was 
directed towards the northeastern horizon gave a sea interfer- 
ometer pattern of a source in Cygnus which was clearly that

Figure 3. A typical 100 MHz, sea-interferometer record of 
the Cygnus-A source.
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previously seen by Hey. A typical pattern of this period is 
shown in Figure 3. The ratio of the fringe maxima to the 
minima, the latter an upper limit due to receiver noise, 
showed that the source size was less than one-eighth of the 
fringe separation, of 8’ are. During the next few months we 
determined the source spectrum between 60 and 200 MHz, 
made spaced-aerial observations in an attempt to determine 
whether the amplitude fluctuations were inherent in the 
source or of atmospheric origin, and measured the position of 
the source to the best of our ability. In the spaced-aerial 
observations baselines were about 20 km in a north-south 
direction but represented only about 2 km spatial separation 
because of the low observing angle of elevation. Hence there 
were no conclusive differences in the observations made at 
the two sites. For position we depended on the time of rising 
to give one line on the celestial sphere and the rate of change 
of elevation to give an intersecting line — the declination. 
Both quantities depended heavily on the corrections applied 
forrefraction; had we used optica! refraction corrections our 
positions would have been much closer to the truth than those 
first published. Unfortunately we used the formula devised 
by T. Pearcey to account for the apparent mean refraction 
deduced by Pawsey, Payne-Scott ad McCready from their 
observations of the sunspot radiation. The Pearcey formula 
contained a substantial ionospheric term which accounted 
for their erroneous assumption that radio and optical sunspot 
positions were coincident!

In November 1947 we wrote up what we knew of the Cygnus 
source2’^ and returned to the search for others. Gordon 
Stanley by this time had made exhaustive investigations on 
the causes of short time variations in receiver noise which set 
the limit on our ability to detect small signals. Considerable 
effort was spent on the design and construction of very stable 
H.T. and filament power supplies. Half-discharged car 
batteries (i.e. after gas bubbles had ceased to break away 
from the plates) were an early solution; this was later 
superseded by 100 V stable H.T. supplies driving a number 
of valves in series. On 6 November 1947 we obtained a sea 
interference pattern of our second source, Taurus-A, later 
identified with the Crab nebula; this is shown in Figure 4. 
The difficulties confronting us at this stage from both iono
spheric effects and terrestrial lightning and from instrumen-

Figure 4. Discovery record of Taurus-A, the Crab nebula, 
obtained on 6 November 1947. Arrows mark the time of 
rising and interference minima.

tation can bejudged from the fact that it took almost a further 
three months’ observation before we obtained a confirming 
record of Taurus-A. However, in the meantime we had 
détected at least two other objects, Virgo-A and Centaurus- 
A, and had probably evidence of another two sources. 1947 
had been a vintage year!

1948

By the end of January 1948 we had evidence for at least six 
sources and returned to the problem of how to establish more 
accurate positions. Clearly the combination observations at 
rising and setting had great potential and Gordon and I 
considered the merits of potential sites in Norfolk Island, 
Lord Howe Island and the North Island of New Zealand 
before we proposed an expedition to New Zealand to E.G. 
(‘Taffy’) Bowen, the Chief of the Radiophysics Division. 
Taffy gave us his enthusiastic support, including arranging 
for assistance in logistics from the New Zealand DSIR. At 
the end of May an ex-Army gun-laying radar trailer contain- 
ing four 100 MHz Yagis, a new 100 MHz receiver, recorders, 
chronometers and weatherrecording equipment was shipped 
from Sydney to Auckland. We then towed it with aborrowed 
NZ Army truck to the east coast site. This was on a farm 
‘Pakiri Hill’, at an elevation of -300 m about 10 km from the 
small fishing village of Leigh, 70 km northwest of Auckland, 
The coastline ran almost northeast to Southwest and we had 
hoped to observe Cygnus-A over the whole semi-diurnal are, 
Unfortunately the reflected signal was cut off near setting by 
some small islands. We spent nearly two months at Leigh, 
in periods of working 10 nights and then having four days’ 
rest as tourists. Conditions were far from ideal; we had a 
long extension from an already overloaded power line and 
frequency variations caused variations in the recorder chart 
speed of at least 10%. The weather was sometimes appall- 
ing; on one occasion ourbarograph recorded a fall of 15 mm 
in 30 s, to be followed by a similar fall of 9 mm 10 min later. 
Nevertheless we obtained about 30 nights’ useable data on 
Cygnus-A and in mid-July five observations of Taurus-A, 
one of which is shown in figure 5. The large number of 
observations was made to reduce the noise in the sidereal 
times of the interference minima caused by irregular refrac
tion. One of the first discoveries we made from the observa
tions of Cygnus-A at Leigh was that the Earth was curved! 
This produced incomplete interference in the first few fringes 
and offset to some extent the increased resolution of the more
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Figure 5. Sea-interference patterns of the sources 8.48 (later 
identified with NGC 1275) and Taurus-A obtained from 
Leigh, New Zealand on 13 July 1948. Evidence for a further 
source can be seen in the 'beat' pattern.
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elevated site. The second discovery was that the amplitude 
variations were of atmospheric origin and not inherent in the 
source. Spaced-aerial observations between Leigh and Do
ver Heights showed almost complete correlation between 
solar bursts at the two sites but no correlation between source 
variations. The observations at Dover Heights were made by 
Bruce Slee, who continued to work with us after the New 
Zealand expedition was over. The scale size of the atmos
pheric irregularities responsible for the scintillations was 
somewhere between 2 and 2000 km. {A fter we had retunied 
to Sydney I wrote to Martin Ryle al Cambridge University, 
with whom lhad corresponded for some time, and suggested 
that with the Cygnus source passing almost directly over
head he was in a better position to make more definitive 
invesligations—perhaps in cooperation with Jodrell Bank. 
My first knowledge of any results was to read a joint 
Cambridge-Jodrell Bank Letter to Nature on my arrival in 
London in February 1950. At the URSI conference inZurich 
that year Bernard Lovell very graciously apologisedfor the 
farm ofthis publication, for he had not been told ofour prior 
wor/d).

At the end of August we moved to a former wartime radar 
station on a cliff edge some 300 m above sea level with a 
westerly aspect. This was nearPiha, a surfing resort about 30 
km north of Auckland. The diesel plant for the radar station 
provided a supply of electricity stable in both voltage and 
frequency, our receivers performed faultlessly and the weather 
was perfect. In three weeks we had obtained good data on 
four sources, Cygnus-A, Taurus-A, Centaurus-A and Virgo- 
A. Our first attempt to observe the last object failed — our 
declination was so much in error that it had set before we had 
starled to observe! In fact the source ‘changed constella- 
tions’ overnight and it was clear that the New Zealand data 
would produce a substantial revision of all our earlier posi- 
tions.

Back home in Sydney I began the long and laborious process 
of reducing the data. The times of minima had to be corrected 
for the irregularities in chart speed, and reduced to a Standard 
date. The altitudes had to be corrected for the height of the 
sea deduced from interpolation of the nearest tidal recording 
stations. Data at rising and at setting were then combined and 
an iterative process used to optimise the declination of the 
source and a refraction correction of realistic form. The 
mean effect of the ionosphere was nil! The first position had 
within its circle of uncertainty NGC 1052 — the Crab nebula. 
The second based on Piha and Dover Heights data pinpoin ted 
M87 and the third on similar data NGC 5128. The position 
we obtained for Cygnus-A was close to but not close enough 
to the galaxy eventually identified by Graham Smith.

Before publication I wrote to Jan Ooi t, Bengt Stromgren and 
Rudolf Minkowski, three optical astronomers who from the 
literature had interest in the Crab. My letters provoked 
enthusiastic responses and led to subsequent cooperation — 
and lifelong friendships. Jan Ooi t wrote five pages in return

on the Crab nebula and then, ever cautious, added regarding 
M87, ‘Of course there are a lot of galaxies in the Virgo 
cluster.’

The identification of the Crab nebula was a turning point in 
my own career and for non-solar radio astronomy. Both 
gained respectability as far as the ‘conventional’ astrono
mers were concerned.

The success which Gordon and I had had with the expedition 
to New Zealand was balanced late in 1948 with the dismal 
failure of an attempt to observe a solar eclipse from Tasma- 
nia. Delays due to wharf strikes prevented us making any 
observations, though D E Yabsley and J D Murray, who 
shared the expedition, were successful. However, it had one 
consolation — I got to know the late J C Jaeger, and he 
suggested it might be to our mutual benefit if Kevin Westfold 
joined the Dover group.

1949

Early in 1949 Radiophysics workshop staff completed the 
first and only fully steerable ‘radio telescope’ to be used at

Figure 6. Nine-Yagi array at 100 MHz used for the first 
backgroimd-radiation suiyey of the Southern Hemisphere. 
A third axis between the polar and declination axes could be 
rotated to transform the mounting to an az.inmth mount ( as 
shown) for sea inteiferometiy.
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Dover Heights. It was a 9-Yagi 100 MHz array with a 
beamwidth of 17° mounted on an equatorial axis. It had a 
third axis between the polar and declination axes which, 
when rotated, converted the declination axis to an azimuth 
axis. ItisshowninthisconfigurationinFigureó. Itwasused 
as a sea interferometer by Cordon Stanley and Bruce Slee to 
produce a catalogue of 22 discrete sources,^ and also by 
Bruce Slee to begin a series of observations of the four 
strongest sources for an investigation of the seasonal and 
diurnal components of the scintillation phenomena, Kevin 
Westfold and I used the array with its mounting in the 
equatorial configuration to survey the background radiation 
from the south celestial pole to a northern limit at +30° 
declination. In addition to the observed contours we pre- 
sented a first-order correction for the effects of the rather 
large aerial beam width.8 In subsequent papers we attempted 
to use these data to discern the structure of the Galaxy in the 
plane 10 and the distribution of volume emissivity.11 His- 
tory was to reveal that these attempts were mere theoretical 
exercises; subsequent observations at higher resolution 
showed extreme complexity and fine detail in the galactic 
background radiation.

As Jaeger had suspected, the addition of a ‘tame mathema- 
tician’ to our group had its rewards — and frustrations. If 
only we could explain to Kevin what we knew intuitively was 
correct, sooner or later he would produce the formal math- 
ematics to suit. Aerial or antenna temperature, previously 
jargon, became respectable, in addition to many other con- 
cepts. Kevin had time to read the current literature, amongst 
which was Shklovksy’s original article in Russian on the 21 
cm hydrogen line — which he translated. He gave the 
translation to Pawsey, with the suggestion that someone in 
Radiophysics should build some equipment to look for it — 
unfortunately to no avail. From Leiden in the following year 
we reported on the preparations in progress by the Dutch for 
21 cm line equipment. Later that year F J Kerr, who was 
spending a year at Harvard, took me to see the equipment that 
Ewen and Purcell had underconstruction. Independently he 
had proposed to Pawsey that Radiophysics should take some 
action. Regrettably this was not to happen until after the 
Dutch and Americans privately communicated their detec- 
tions of the H-Iine to Pawsey and invited a joint publication 
with some Southern hemisphere observations.

Kevin and I also spent a considerable amount of time 
discussing what is now known as ‘confusion’. I no longer 
recall the initial motivation for this but it was possibly a 
rather disappointing increase in the number of sources we 
catalogued with a very much better receiver and a better 
aerial. Signal-to-noise ratio was no longer a problem. We 
gave a joint colloquium at Radiophysics on ‘Detectability 
and Discernibility’; amongst other things we had the temer- 
ity to suggest that even in the situation of infinite signal-to- 
noise ratio the number of sources that could be discerned (i.e. 
allocated a reliable flux density and position) with a simple 
interferometer might be somewhat less than the area of sky

surveyed divided by the area of the primary aerial beam. Our 
conclusion was greeted with derision; ittook anotherdecade 
and disasters such as the 2C (Cambridge) catalogue before a 
figure of 50 beam areas per source was recognised as a 
requirement for -95% reliability. Although we found no 
outside support for our conclusions it was clear to us that the 
way ahead involved moving to shorter wavelengths where 
physically possible structures could provide the needed 
improvement in primary beam size. The decimetre wave- 
length range also offered relative freedom from ionospheric 
scintillation and irregular refraction phenomena; however, 
it was a range which wartime radar had bypassed, leaving a 
gap in technology. Cordon Stanley was to spend most of his 
next ten years, first at Dover Heights and then at Caltech, on 
instrumentation in the decimetre wavelength range.

1950

I spent almost all of 1950 overseas in Europe and North 
America. I travelled to England on the second voyage of the 
Himalaya — six weeks at sea for £78 — albeit in the smallest 
cabin on the ship! I made Oxford my headquarters in Europe, 
as Kevin had arrived there the previous October to spend two 
academie years in residence, in part-qualification for a PhD. 
During the university vacations Kevin and I made two joint 
excursions to Europe and during terms I visited radio as- 
tronomy centres and observatories in the UK. I made two 
lengthy visits to Jodrell Bank, where visitors were most 
welcome. When I arrived on my first visit, Bernard Lovell 
handed me a dog-eared school exercise book containing the 
mathematical formulation of the Hanbury-Brown/Twiss in- 
tensity interferometer and asked me to see ifl could find any 
errors. After a week of very long evenings I reported back 
that I could find no errors, but was at a loss for any physical 
understanding. The experimental proof of validity came 
later that year when the diameter of the Sun was measured 
using alternate rows of dipoles of an existing large array 
connected up as two interferometer clements with areas large 
enough to give the required signal-to-noise ratio and a 
separation close enough to avoid resolving the Sun.

I spent several weeks at Cambridge, where the iron curtain 
had already been built around the Cavendish radio as- 
tronomy activities. However, the then renegade theoretical 
group of Fred Hoyle, Ray Lyttleton and Herman Bondi more 
than made up for this. They were both hospitable and 
stimulating and believed in the advantages of continuing 
astrophysical discussions at Penners after lunch when a 
county match was in progress. (Some readers may note a 
similarity to early days at RP in this regard!) These were the 
day s of the beginning of nucleogenesi's —■ the synthesis of the 
higher elements in stars — and the refusal of Monthly 
Notices to take any notice of it!

In Europe, apart from the groups at Ecole Normale Superieure 
in France and Goteborg in Sweden, radio astronomy began 
at the optical observatories. There was in general more
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interest in the dynamic phenomena on the Sun than in non- 
solar radio astronomy. It showed up even in the colloquia 
that we gave, where Westfold, on the mechanism of solar 
bursts, generally won the major applause. Theexception was 
of course Leiden, where Jan Oort foresaw the importance of 
both continuüm and H-line work in elucidating galactic 
structure.

In October I continued my journey to North America, visit- 
ing all the radio astronomy installations in Canada and the 
United States and the optical observatories at Yerkes, Mount 
Wilson, Palomar and Lick. Rudolf Minkowski was my host 
at Palomar and devoted many hours to my education on the 
possibilities of the 48-inch Schmidt and the 200-inch Hale 
telescopes. It was many years before I realised that even in 
1950 Rudolf had decided that there was a future for radio 
astronomy — by 1956 his 200-inch plate collection included 
the reported positions of perhaps 500 radio sources.

At Dover Heights Cordon Stanley and Bruce Slee began the

Figure 7. The 16-ft reflector built in 1960 mainly for 
instrument development in the decimetre wavelength range. 
This is part of the cover photo.

investigation into instrumentation at higher frequencies. 
They built a 16-ft parabolic mirror which was mounted 
initially on the gun-laying trailer of the New Zealand expe- 
dition. The telescope is shown, at a later date and on the 
equatorial mount, in Figure 7. Progress was very slow, 
particularly during the winter. A day’s rain at Dover Heights 
was generally followed by two or three days when the runoff 
over the cliff edge was recycled by the updraft. In June of
1950 original rain feil on 29 days and Lake Eyre in the centre 
of Australia filled for the first time in this century. Neverthe- 
less observations were obtained at several frequencies in the 
range between 100 and 400 MHz of the stronger sources. 
They were important in that they demonstrated a rapid 
decrease with increasing frequency in both the ionospheric 
scintillation and irregular refraction.

1951

1951 was a year of major changes to instrumentation at 
Dover Heights. The framework supporting the 9-Yagi array 
on the equatorial mount was dismantled. The structural 
components were used to build a 4x2 Yagi array on an 
azimuth-only mounting which had originally supported one 
of the World War II test aerials. It was later extended to the 
6x2 array shown in figure 8; the azimuthal beamwidth was 
about 12° and the effective beamwidth in zenith angle 
somewhat less. For the sea interferometer the effect of waves 
combined with the output time constant of the receiver

Figure 8. The final 100 Mhz. sea inteiferometer at Dover 
Heights, built mainly from components of the nine-Yagi 
array and mounted on the azimuth turntable of a WWII 
radar.
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reduces the amplitude of high-orderfringes and thus Controls 
the zenith angle beamwidth. The effect is similar to that of 
finite receiver bandwidth and output time constant. Output 
circuitry was developed to permit largely unattended opera- 
tion of the interferometer by partly eliminating the effects of 
the background level changes. The detector output was fed 
into an integrator with a time constant of the order of 30 min 
— i.e. long compared with the fringe period and short 
compared with the time scale of background variations. The 
difference between the original detector output and the 
integrator output was recorded. An increase in contrast 
between fringe amplitude and background changes of about 
50 was achieved, as can be seen in Figure 9a, c.

A second development was the azimuth/sea interferometer. 
In the 1948 observations from New Zealand, Cordon Stanley 
and I had set an upper limit of 8’ are on the diameter of the 
radio counterpart of the Crab nebula, i.e. only 50% greater 
than its visible extent. This upper limit was due almost 
entirely to the uncertainty in extrapolating the background 
baseline to the first of the complete interference fringes, i.e. 
past those affected by the curvature of the Earth. The 
solution we devised was to cross a sea interferometer with an 
azimuth interferometer of much shorter baseline. The azi- 
muth interferometer was to be phase-switched in order to

eliminate the background variation and phase-swept at a rate 
rapid compared with the sea interference fringes, which 
would form a doublé envelope for the azimuth fringes. We 
selected a site for the observations on the slope of Mount 
Ousley near Wollongong, 450 m above sea level, and planned 
to space the two elements about 70 m apart. First however 
we made a scale-model experiment on the cliff at Dover with 
the two elements only 15 m apart. To our surprise we 
recorded a large number of sources with the azimuth fringe 
system which did not appear on the sea interferometer, 
Amongst those which had to be greater than 1/2° to be 
resolved by the sea interferometer were extended sources 
associated with Centaurus A (NGC 5128), Fornax-A (NGC 
1316) and Puppis-A. The description and position of the 
Puppis-A source was sent to Baade and Minkowski, who 
were able to identify it on a 48-inch Schmidt plate as a 
supernova remnant. A typical azimuth/sea interferometer 
observation is shown in figure 9b. The investigation of the 
extended sources15 was given priority over the intended 
measurements of the Crab Nebula; the project was finally 
cancelled when special interferometers for measurement of 
the sizes of the major sources were built at Jodrell Bank and 
Cambridge and by B Y Mills in Sydney.

The final development in 1951 was the construction of a 72-

Discrete source 
(almost invisible)

Declination +15
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Figure 9. (a: top panel) Twenty-four-hour record of the galactic background radiation and discrete sources seen by the final 
100 MHz sea interferometer.
(b: middle panel) The output of the azimuth/sea interferometer at approximately the same azimuth as in (a) or(c).
(c: bottom panel) The same data as in (a) after processing to largely remove the effects of the background radiation. The 
strongest sea-interferencepatterns in all threefigures are Taurus-A (the Crab nebula) and Virgo-A (M87), shown arrowed.
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Figure 10. The concrete surface is added to the original 
hole-in-the-ground. The rotating template was used to 
position fonnwork for the concrete and also to finish the 
sinface.

Brown and Hazard. The major part of Lovell ’ s reflector was 
supported on posts above the ground with only the area near 
the vertex excavated. The Dover Heights reflector was 
mainly excavated, with the spoil being used to build the outer 
rim. Bruce Slee and I did most of the excavation, Kevin 
Westfoldjoined in afterhis return from Oxford, and Cordon 
Stanley trucked several loads of ash from the Bunnerong 
powerhouse each week to stabilise the sand out of which it 
was formed. Finally a reflecting surface was made from 
obsolete steel strips formerly used for binding packing cases. 
The construction site for the 72-ft reflector was not visible 
from the official working area of the Dover Heights station; 
the construction was carried out in our own time and in 
secrecy. Only Taffy Bowen was taken to see it when it was 
sufficiently advanced that its purpose was obvious. He both 
approved of it unofficially and agreed to say nothing about it 
until it was operational.

1952

ft hole-in-the-ground parabolic reflector. Subconsciously 
this instrument probably followed the 220-ft reflector built 
by Lovell for radar detection of cosmic ray showers and used 
as a passive instrument to great advantage by Hanbury-

Figure 11. The complete 80- ft reflector showing the addition 
of the wire mesh surface, thefeed mast and the housingfor 
the second stages of the reciever at the vortex.

Early in 1952 we completed a survey of the galactic radiation 
between declinations -20° and-47° at 160 MHz with the 72- 
ft hole-in-the-ground. The difference between this survey 
andtheearlier 100MHz9-Yagiresults wasstriking. Athree- 
to-one reduction in aerial beamwidth had produced a three- 
to-one reduction in the apparent half-width of the galactic 
radiation in the region near the galactic centre. Joe Pawsey 
was also impressed with the results and had no hesitation in
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agreeing to our suggestion that we should attempt a further 
factor of three in resolution. To achieve this we would have 
to operate at a much higher frequency and increase the 
diameter of the reflector. The hole-in-the-ground was turned 
into an improved mirror by adding a half-inch wire mesh on 
top of a concrete suiface over the existing ash and sand base. 
Figure 10 shows this operation almost complete, and — the 
heart of the modus operandi — a giant template. The 
template was used to set annular timber foi.mwork for the 
successive rings of each concrete pour and as a ‘screed’ for 
finishing the surface. Short lengths of galvanised wire were 
left protruding from the concrete in order to secure the final 
wire-mesh suiface. Aluminium tubes and annular tension 
wires provided a base for an extension of the diameter to 80 
feet.

Figure 11 shows the completed reflector together with its 
feed and mast. Atop the mast were the r.f. switch and front 
end of the receiver — three 6J4’s as grounded grids in 
cascade with a noise temperature of about 1400 K at 400 
MHz. The switch was a parallel plate cavity between feed 
and receiVer operated by a rotating sector of perspex coated 
with the thin aluminium foil found in cigarette packs of that 
era, A major problem with the switch was a gradual defor- 
mation of the perspex due to relieving of inbuilt stresses and 
consequent contact with the sides of the slit in the cavity, 
Every second or third day the mast had to be lowered, the 
switch dismantled and the perspex immersed in boiling 
water in the tea urn for half-an-hour. The perspex was then 
cooled between flat steel plates in a vice, recoated with 
aluminium foil and the whole system restored. (To forestall 
two obvious questions, the deformation under spinning was 
not unique to one piece of perspex, and its replacement with 
a dynamically balanced metal sector plus heavier motor 
drive was too much of a weight penalty.)

Dick McGee, who had replaced Kevin Westfold at the 
beginning of the year, assumed responsibility for the 400 
MHz survey, rapidly becoming high skilled in the switch 
repair operation. Another hazard that Dick faced in the

Figure 12. The region near the direction of the galactic 
centre as seen by the resmfaced 80-ft reflector at 400 MHz 
in 'old' galactic coordinates.

winter of 1953 was to plunge into several feet of icy cold 
water to remove the debris which occasionally was to block 
the ‘self-starting’ syphon which drained the mirror. To cope 
with such eventualities the second States of the receiver were 
‘moored’ in a waterproof box which went up and down with 
the tide in the vertical enclosure at the vertex shown in Figure 
11.

In 1952 the programme of monitoring the scintillations of the 
four major sources which Bruce Slee had begun four years 
earlier was terminated. Analysis of about 2000 observations 
showed a correlation with sporadic E (as opposed to spread 
F for observations of sources near vertical incidence). Dif- 
ference between data for the individual sources could be 
ascribed to variations in the structure of the irregularities 
with geomagnetic latitude and the effects of ionospheric 
winds.13

1953 and Postscript

Early in 1953 the sea-interferometer survey with the 12-Yagi 
array was completed and the final 100 MHz catalogue of 104 
sources from Dover Heights compiled,1 (> It was the first 
survey to show an excess of faint radio sources, which was 
due largely, in retrospect, to the effects of confusion.

Our major interest ho we ver centred on the early results at 400 
MHz from the 80-ft reflector. In the region near the galactic 
centre the radiation was highly concentrated in a narrow strip 
only a few degrees wide (Figure 12). If the radio emission 
could be used to delineate the galactic plane, then it clearly 
lay about 1.5° south of b = 0° in the old coordinate system. 
The most dominant feature was the source Sagittarius-A, 
which to our 2° beam appeared almost unresolved, This 
source, although it had been seen at higher frequencies, had 
not been observed at this resolution previously. Partly 
because of its location with respect to the more diffuse 
contours and its latitude and partly by analogy with Baade’s 
then recently discovered semi-stellar nucleus in M31, Dick 
McGee and I suggested that it was the nucleus of our own 
galaxy. Three years later the IAU ratified the view, making 
the source position the zero of longitude in the new system 
of galactic coordinates.

I left Dover Heights towards the middle of 1953 at Taffy 
Bowen’s suggestion — first to work in cloud physics and 
then in January 1955 to go to the California Institute of 
Technology to build the Owens Valley Observatory. For 
some months previously Gordon Stanley and I had been 
considering our next major move. We had three possibilities 
in mind. One was to build a second hold-in-the-ground to 
form an interferometer with the first. The second, inspired by 
Taffy, was to build two rolling barrels — parabolle cylinders 
inside circular cylinders -— to form an interferometer. The 
third and my own choice was to build a large sea interferom
eter for use at 400 MHz. This would have consisted of a 
cylindrical paraboloid 20 ft high and 200 ft long with a focal
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length of about 150 ft fed by a yertical stack of dipoles. The 
construction of the mirror would have been similar to the 
fence round a tennis court and would have been rebuilt for 
each 40° of azimuth; the 40° interval covered by moving the 
dipole stack. The primary beamwidth would have been 1 ° in 
azimuth and the interference fringes 15' are apart. Unfortu- 
nately it was not to be financed — the Mills Cross had won 
the day.

Dick McGee continued to work on the 400 MHz survey and 
when this was finished Gordon Stanley and a Fullbright 
Fellow from MIT, Robert Price, used the 80-ft telescope in 
an attempt to detect the 327 MHz line of deuterium in 
absorption against the source at the galactic centre. Their 
negative result20 was not published until some Russian 
observers claimed apositivedetection well above their upper 
limit. Bruce Slee joined the group on the Mills Cross in mid- 
1954 but continued some work on apparent variations in the 
intensity of Hydra-A1 2 3 4 5 6 7^ until the end of 1954, when the Dover 
Heights field station finally closed.

I am sure that my colleagues from the Dover Heights era 
would wish to join me in thanking the then staff of the 
Radiophysics workshops, most of whom have long since 
retired, for their efforts on our behalf — in particular Bill 
Thompson, who bore the brunt of most of the outdoor 
construction work at Dover Heights itself.

The following list of references relating to work done at 
Dover Heights is arranged in chronological order (of pub- 
lication). Some references are mentioned specifically in the 
text.
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BOOK REVIEWS

Analytical and Numerical 
Methods in
Electromagnetic Wave 
Theory
edited by M Hashimoto, M Idemen and O A Tretyakov, 
published by Science House Co Ltd, Shindo Bldg, 1-4-17 
Higashi-Tabata, Kita-ku, Tokyo 114, Japan, ISBN: 4- 
915572-54-4 C3055,1993, US$177 incl. air postage (572 
pages, 182 x 257 mm).

The papers in this paperbound collection are based on 
presentations at the International Seminar/Workshop on the 
subject of the book title, which was held at Cukurova 
University in Adana, Turkey, June3-7,1991. Theaimofthe 
seminar was to consider recent developments in the subject. 
Besides the editors, contributions were from A Buyuksoy 
(Istanbul), K Kobyashi (Chuo Univ, Japan), E Luneberg 
(Germany), A I Nosich (Kharkov), Y Okuno (Kumamoto, 
Japan), A Serbest (Adana Turkey), H Shirai (Japan), E 
Veliev (Kharkov) and VVeremy (Kharkov). Chapter 1 deals 
with the geometrical theory of guided waves based on the 
ideaof wave-normal rays. Chapter2 treats inverse scattering 
problems related to cylindrical bodies including cases where 
the body is located in a bounded host medium. Chapter 3 
gives a general theory for non-linear phenomena such as 
unstable oscillations and/or fluctuations in non-linear media. 
Chapter 4 describes approximate Wiener-Hopf problems 
which are suitable for numerical work. Comparisons are 
made with “rigorous” asymptotics. Chapter 5 has more 
material on the modified Weiner-Hopf technique with em- 
phasis on strip/slip problems. Chapter 6 follows up with 
specific applications to diffraction by idealized structures. 
Chapter 7 discusses three related function-theoretic tech- 
niques and demonstrates their equivalence. Chapter 8 deals 
with transient problems choosing idealized geometries. 
Chapters 9, 10 and 11 cover a variety of numerical methods 
including hybrid techniques and selected graphical presenta
tions are shown.

The book contains many developments in the analytical and 
related numerical schemes which are not available in the 
Western journal or book literature. I would recommend the 
book to active workers in the field. The price is a bit high 
particularly since the book has been prepared in TeX by the 
individual authors. The general style of the writing is 
excellent which suggests the editing was carefully done.

James R Wait
Review Editor

Reciprocity, Spatial 
Mapping and Time 
Reversal in 
Electromagnetics.
by C. Altman and K. Suchy. Kluwer Academie Publish- 
ers, Dordrecht, Holland, 1991, ISBN 0-7923-1339-9. 
Hardbound, price 011185, US$99, UK£62.

According to the authors, the book under review is a result of 
research by the authors during the last two decades. The 
original topic was electromagnetic wave propagation in 
plane-stratified magnetoplasmas like the ionosphere, but the 
material has been generalised during the years to cover most 
general linear media. The book discusses the reciprocity 
principle in such media and its relation to time and space 
transformations. Historically, there have been two main 
approaches to the reciprocity principle; one, originally due to 
Lorentz (1896), dealing with fields due to sources in two 
physical spaces filled with two conjugale media, the other 
dealing with certain symmetries of scattering matrices for 
plane-wave incidence. The present authors have studied the 
connection and generalisations of the two approaches and 
the book under review can be seen as a logical and sy stematic 
presentation of that material.

The text is given in seven chapters. In Chapter 1, wave 
propagation in the cold magnetoplasma is discussed as a 
concrete example of a medium for which the abstract theo- 
ries can be applied. A compilation of techniques in common 
use for treating electromagnetic-wave propagation in a plane- 
stratified magnetoplasma, typically the ionosphere, is given 
together with a discussion on different numerical methods. 
This chapter appears a convenient source of material useful 
for practical computation with references to original articles.

Chapters 2 and 3 consider reciprocity theorems or scattering 
theorems in k space and their generalisations. The first 
version of such theorems was formulated by Budden in 1954, 
relating the reflection coefficients of two plane waves inci
dent on a plane-stratified magnetoplasma at two symmetri- 
cal angles (two conjugale problems). This and other scatter
ing theorems given by various authors for plane waves in a 
source-free medium are rederived in these two chapters in a 
systematic and coherent manner.

Chapter 4 discusses the Lorentz reciprocity theorem for 
sources and their fields in different media. To have the 
reciprocity theorem satisfied, the second sources must exist 
in what is called the Lorentz-adjoint medium, obtained 
through certain transformations in space and time from the 
original medium.
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Chapter 5 associates the Lorentz reciprocity theorem of 
Chapter 4 and scattering theorems of Chapters 2 and 3 by 
developing the Green functions in the two conjugale, or 
Lorentz-adjoint, media. Expressing the Green dyadics in 
terms of their plane-wave expansions, the reciprocity theo
rems in k space are seen to lead to the Lorentz reciprocity 
theorem in the physical space and, thus, the two branches of 
research are united.

Chapters 6 and 7 consider, respectively, space and time 
transformations or mappings of electromagnetic system of 
sources, fields and media. It is shown thatreversing the time 
in the system of Maxwell equations leads to the Lorentz- 
adjoint system provided the time reversion is not extended to 
processes involving losses, which means that the time- 
reversed system does not create energy.

Reading the text requires some alertness hut is rewarding. 
Perhaps the most annoying point for a casual reader like the 
present one, familiar with the Gibbsian vector and dyadic 
notation, is the missing of the dot in the inner product of a

dyadic and a vector: instead of (ab) • c and A ■ c as in the 
Gibbsian notation, the authors write in matrix style (abr)c 
and Ac. On the other hand, the cross product and double-dot 
product with a dyadic are adopted in the Gibbsian form like

c x 7 and A: ab However, the dyadics are printed clearly in 
boldface so there is no place for misunderstanding,

The book is suitable for scientists working on basic electro
magnetic theory and their applications to wave propagation 
in layered magnetoplasmas or other bi-anisotropic media. 
Knowledge on the rules of reciprocity and spatial transfor
mations will save work in analysis if Solutions for new 
problems can be recovered from old problems with known 
Solutions. The book can also be used as material in a course 
on electromagnetic theory for doctoral students, especially if 
there is some background in magnetoplasmas.

Ismo V. Lindell
Helsinki University of Technology 
Otakaari 5A, Espoo 02150 Finland.

Note from the Review Editor :
If you are interested and willing to review 
books for the Radioscientist, send me a com
plete description of the item and the name (and 
address if possible) of the publisher. Publica- 
tion dates should be 1993 or 1994. Of course, 
you may keep the book after you have fulfilled 
your commitment.

Mail reply to; James R. Wait, 2210 East 
Waverly, Tucson AZ 85719-3848, USA.

Ultra-Wideband, Short- 
Pulse Electromagnetics 
(UWB-SP)
edited by H L Bertoni, L Carin and L B Felsen. Plenum 
Press, New York, ISBN 0-3-6-44530-1,1993. $115.00 US 
and Canada, 20% higher elsewhere, 542 pages, card- 
board bound.

This author-prepared document is the “proceedings” of a 
conference held in Brooklyn, NY USA in October 1992. A 
previous conference, under different auspices was held in 
Los Alamos in March 1990, on the same topic (see review in 
the Radioscientist, vol3, No2, pg 49, 1992). The Brooklyn 
organizers chose a wide range of invited speakers who were 
described as “leading scientists from universities, govern- 
ment and industry, who are active in various areas of UWB- 
SP electromagnetics”. The central theme of the conference 
was to address the controversial issue of whether one should 
approach the problem from the standpoint of the time domain 
orresort to the more classical procedure of dealing first with 
the frequency domain followed by a Fourier synthesis to 
oblain the transient response. Apparently the “debate”, if it 
can still be called such, is laced with political content of 
various DOD (US Dept of Defence) agencies. Indeed, the 
Brooklyn conference followed the convening of a DOD 
review on the subject, Not surprisingly, the findings of this 
panel of experts was not to be found in the publication under 
review here. (Maybe the nine blank pages at the end of the 
“book” are reserved for this purpose!) Also there was a 
workshop on “Open questions and future trends” at the end 
of the conference with “strong participation from a lively 
audience”. Unfortunately a record of the discussions also did 
not appear here.

But let us continue the review of the published proceedings. 
The specific topics, as described by Professor Leo Felsen 
are: Pulse Generation and Detection, Broadband Electronic 
Systems and Components, Antennas and Arrays, Pulse Propa
gation and Guidance, Scattering Theory and Computation 
and Signal Processing Techniques. There were 66 papers 
presented either orally or in poster sessions. With this format 
there were no conflicting sessions. For the most part the 
authors came from the US but there were also participants 
from the UK, Italy, Canada, Sweden, Israël, and Germany. 
Most of the printed papers are clearly written and the illus- 
trations are very good. However, it is a pity that few authors 
included an abstract. Also cross referencing between indi- 
vidual papers was non-existent with possibly one or two 
exceptions. It would have been nice if the three editors had 
teamed up to write an overall summarizing paper. No doubt, 
after the dust settics, we will see a self-contained account in 
the open refereed literature. In the meantime, people will 
find the present published Proceedings a valuable source of
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current advances in the field, Finally, it is worth noting that 
a follow-on conference on the same topic is to be held April 
5-7, 1994 in Brooklyn and the conference chairpersons are 
Professors L Carin, L B Felsen and S U Pillai at the Weber 
Research Institute, Six Metrotech Center. (ContactFAX 718 
260 3906 - Attn: Prof Carin.) The stated purpose of this 
sequel is to assess'further developments and to place empha- 
sis on UWB/SP systems and time domain processing. A 
good fraction of the invited speakers are active in the URSI 
community so no doubt there will be some spill over in the 
Journal {RADIO SCIENCE) in the next year or two - from 
both Brooklyn conferences.

Some selected highlights (of the 1993 UWB-SP Conference 
Proceedings):

• A System for generating well collimated beams of 
freely propagating femtosec. THz pulses with a signal 
to noise ratio of better than 1000 (Katzenellenbogen 
and Grischkowsky).

• Performing scattering measurements in the time do
main using photoconductively switched planar anten
nas (Carin).

• Generation of the first sub-picosecond voltage shock 
waves using non-linear transmission lines fabricated 
on Ga As immersed in liquid nitrogen (Van Der Weide 
et al).

• Formation of ultra-short solitons on periodic Schottky 
contact translines and the generation of picosecond 
pulses (Dragoman et al).

• Description of the Monterey impulse scattering labo- 
ratory (Morgan).

• UWB scattering measurements on targets showing 
effects of resonance, travelling waves, and creeping 
waves (Madonna et al).

• The Sandia Plasma Switched UWB Impulse Program 
Facility (Clark et al).

• A prototype impulse radio communication system 
demonstrated for a range in excess of 7 km (Withington 
and Fullerton).

• Discussion of the UWB clustered cavity Klystron 
(Siambis and Symons).

• Summary of recent work on IRAs (Impulse Radiating 
Antennas) and comparison with TEM horns (Baum).

• Accurate modelling of SP antennas with reference to 
optimizing conical monopole structures (Maloney and 
Smith).

• Design of multiple-polarization UWB antennas (Wicks 
and Antonik).

• Obtaining low cross polarization from UWB-SP printed 
antennas over wide beam angles (Mohanty and Das).

• Design of transient lenses for transmission lines and 
antennas including the possibility of getting exact 
Solutions (Baum and Stone).

• Description of UWB-SP propagation in linear disper- 
sive media and the role played by the saddle points of 
the complex phase function, the initial pulse envelope 
and the pulse carrier (Oughstun et al).

• Analysis of pulsed beams or highly localized space- 
time wave packets that propagate along ray trajecto- 
ries (Heyman).

• The exploitation of soliton propagation to overcome 
adverse medium dispersion and related non-linear 
effects (Arnold).

• Comparison of UWB pulse and single frequency trans
mission into lossy media showing better penetration 
of the pulses (Li et al).

• An analytical continuation scheme for determining 
UWB medium parameters from only low and high 
frequency measurements (Alexopoulos and Diaz).

James R Wait
2210 East Waverly
Tucson
AZ 85719-3848
USA

Remark by Review Editor: The descriptor “Proceedings” 
is somewhat ofa misnomer since the individual papers were 
written before the conference and no material from the 
discussions were included. Many recent “non-books” such 
as the NATO conference documents seem to fall in this 
categoïy. Bnt publishers still have customers.

Erratum
We regret that the line below in bold was omitted in the 
review published in the Radioscientist, 4, p.67, and partly 
reproduced here.

The Electrical Engineering Handboek edited by Richard C 
Dorf, CRC Press, Boca Raton, Florida, 1993, 2662 pages, 
ISBN 0-8493-0185, US price $89.95.

As indicated in the preface, this massive document, in a 
single binding, is intended to provide a ready reference for 
the practicing engineer in industry, government and academia. 
The book is divided into twelve sections which encompass 
the whole field of electrical engineering. The ultimate goal 
is to provide the most up-to-date Information in fields 
such as: circuits, signal processing, electronics, energy 
devices, systems, telecommunications, computers, and bio- 
medical engineering. There are a total of 109 chapters 
averaging about 25 pages each but.................................
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From the American Geophysical Union 
... publisher of Radio Science

Microwave 
Remote Sensing 

of Sea ice
F. Carsey, Editor

Geophysical Monograph Series, Volume 68

Describes the use of satellite ice data into a working technology for the 
satellite data sets of the recent past and immediate future. Chapters cover 
basic observations, modeling, geophysical interpretation, and using data 
in simulations of ice roles in the global climate system.

Geophysical Monograph Series, Volume 68,
1992. 478 pages, hardbound;
ISBN 0-87590-033-X,
AGU Code GM068033X.

$68.00 list price 
$47.60 AGU member & 
U.R.S.I. correspondent price.

Members 
of the NetWork of 

U.R.S.I Correspondente 
Receive the Same Discount 

as AGU Members!
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RADIOSCIENTISTS HONOURED

Second Nobel Prize for 
Pulsar Research
After little more than one decade Radio Science has again 
been honoured with the highest award in Science, the Nobel 
prize in Physics. In 1978 A.PenziasandR.Wilsonfrom Bell 
Labs received their prize for their landmark discovery of the 
3K microwave radiation in the Universe, the last breath left 
over from the initial fireball, the Big Bang. Their prize 
honoured the high technical Standard of radio Science in the 
world. Many in the physics community may have expected 
that this year’s prize would be given to the extension of 
microwave background research and the presumable discov
ery of the first indication of large-scale microwave anisotropy 
in the Universe by the COBE team. However, the Nobel 
committee decided differently, probably because more con- 
firmation must be accumulated before the COBE result can 
be considered true and a safe achievement of observational 
radio Science. The committee may as well have decided to 
wait for groundbased observational support of the COBE 
stuff. Observations on the ground have been performed for 
many years in Antarctica and are now close to becoming 
conclusive. Ignoring these effort would be rather unfair 
when honouring only the COBE team for first firing. So the 
noble self restriction of the Nobel committee also demon- 
strates its aristocratie attitude.

The greater was the surprise of its choice of this year’s Nobel 
laureates to be in the same field of research. Giving the prize 
to Joseph H. Taylor and Russell A. Hulst from Princeton not 
only honours radio Science but also radio astronomy. In the 
words of the Nobel committee the prize has been awarded for 
the discovery of a binary pulsar which has “opened up new 
possibilities for the study of gravitation”. The pulsar under 
question is the binary system PSRT B1913+16, where the 
numbers refer to its position on the northern sky. It was 
discovered by them in 1974 when Hulst was a graduale 
student of Taylor at Amherst, Massachusetts. At this time 
pulsar research was quite young and had in 1974 just been 
awarded a Nobel prize to Anthony Hewish for the discovery 
of pulsars in 1967 by Jocelyn Bell and trim. Hulst had been 
sent by Taylor to the Arecibo large radio telescope to look for 
pulsars in the registrations. The above unknown pulsar he 
found was modulated in its radio signals. So Hulst called up 
Taylor who immediately came down to Arecibo where they 
determined the modulation frequency and attributed it to 
modulation of the radiation due to a companion star, They 
were able to determine its mass and distance from the pulsar. 
Fortunately the star was close enough to produce a signifi
cant modulation of the signal. Hulst subsequently, after 
finishing his PhD, left radio astronomy and went to the 
Plasma Physics Laboratory in Princeton. Taylor, ultimately 
also moving to Princeton, furtheranalysed the data forbetter 
timing the pulsar period. For this he had to eliminate all 
possible disturbances. Since the stars were very close

together, one a solar radius apart, the residual variation 
Taylor detected could have been caused by excitation of 
gravitational waves. Taylor calculated their effect and was 
able to show that when subtracting it from the signal nothing 
remained but white noise. For the first time existence of 
gravitational waves was unambiguously demonstrated, Only 
since then one can believe in the prediction of Einstein’s 
General Relativity that gravitational waves are not a fiction 
but physical reality. I vividly remember the great moment 
when Taylor first presented his result at the Texas Confer
ence in Munich in 1978. I immediately noted to my neigh- 
bour, Joachim Trumper, Directer of the Max-Planck Insti- 
tute of Extraterrestrial Physics and the “father” of the now so 
successful X-ray satellite ROSAT, that this was a seminal 
discovery and certainly the nexl Nobel prize. He nodded, but 
we were both wrong — until now, when we already had 
forgotten about this event. It was a great surprise blended 
with satisfaction that the Nobel committee has ultimately 
turned to honour this great work bringing it to the attention 
of all the scientific and possibly also the non-scientific 
community.

The delivery of this year’s Nobel prize to both Taylor and his 
former graduate student Hulst, has a certain special but 
somehow sad flavour. It is peifectly right because Hulst 
discovered the binary pulsar which later Taylor was able to 
prove the reality of gravitational waves with. But it also 
looks like a late correction of an obvious earlier omission 
made by the Nobel committee in just the same field when it 
failed to honour Jocelyn Bell, also a graduate student at the 
time, for the discovery of pulsars — a well known and 
famous story.

Rudolf A. Treumann
MPI für Physik und Astrophysik 
D-8046 Garching, Germany

Bianisotropics’93
— an international seminar on the electrody- 
namics of chiral and bianisotropics was held 
at the University of Gome! in the Republic of 
Belarus,on 12-140ctober, 1993. Please con
tact Ari Sihvola (Associate Editor) for the 
Proceedings. The follow-up workshop wil! 
be held in Perigueux, France, on 18-20 May 
1994. Information: Chiral’94, PIOM, 
ENSCPB, 351 Cours de la Liberation, 33405 
Talence Cedex, France.

Fax : +33-56-84-66-31
E-mail: veyret@frbdxll.cribxl.u-
bordeaux.fr
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SOFTWARE REVIEW

Looped Demonstrations on 
Global Dynamics of the 
lonosphere and Optimum 
Regimes for lonospheric 
Communications
A software demonstration prepared by the Russian Acad- 
emy of Sciences. Availability is given below.

A package of seven computer film loops has been prepared 
to demonstrate different aspects involved in supplying reli- 
able communication links. There are three groups of demon
strations; propagation predictions (2 examples), antennas (2 
examples) and ionospheric modelling (3 examples). All the 
demonstrations are in the form of films, a powerful method 
for illustrating the examples modelled, The software is the 
product of a long term effort at IZMIRAN.

The software is supplied on two 3.5 inch disks to run on a PC 
under DOS with a VGA screen and, preferably, a 386 
processor with 4MB offreeRAM. Installationis straightfor- 
ward and creates a series of directories in the root directory 
under the directory name demo. These take up roughly 5 MB 
of space, The demonstrations can be run as a group, using the 
two supplied batch programs, or separately. There are two 
language versions: English and Russian. Each of the three 
groups of demonstrations is discussed next.

The antenna demonstration is a well planned display show- 
ing the changes in the polar diagram for two antennas as they 
are used for a stepped range of frequencies. This is a good 
educational display showing clearly how frequency affects 
antenna usage.

The ionospheric modelling displays use the International 
Reference lonosphere (IRI) and topside data trom the 
Intercosmos-19 ionospheric sounder to illustrate how the 
global ionosphere changes over a day. Each is worth com- 
menting on. Each frame of the Intercosmos-19 display 
shows the ionospheric cross-section in the satellite orbit 
plane. A full day of orbits make up the complete demonstra
tion. This is an excellent display of the diurnal and longitu- 
dinal changes in the ionosphere, Although the presentation 
is possibly unsuitable for scientific.study, it is valuable for 
visualisation purposes.

The second demonstration in this group matches the topside 
observations to the IRI bottomside to produce a complete 
picture in the global ionosphere. The third demonstration 
repeats this using only the IRI outputs, showing a strong 
contrast in detail between model and data.

The final group of two demonstrations illustrates examples 
of the IRI used to make propagation predictions. There are 
a wide variety of possible ways this Information can be 
displayed and for some these displays will be less impressive 
than the others collected together here. Clearly, the wide 
variety of possible options for presenting propagation pre
dictions makes it difficult to satisfy everyone. However, the 
general principal of using a time dimension, in the form of a 
repeating film loop, to illustrate the effects of the ionosphere 
on propagation is a good educational device and some of this 
potential is illustrated here.

The main purpose of the package is to offer examples of the 
type of applications that have been developed, and can be 
developed, at IZMIRAN. The packages developed to date 
can be generalised to other applications. In this review the 
demonstrations have been considered at three levels: as 
demonstrations of a wider range of possible software, as 
examples of visualisation and as a set of educational displays 
in their own right. This group of demonstrations is worth 
considering in any of these roles.

To date there has been a limited distribution of the software, 
but copies can be obtained from:

Dr A Feldstein
Geophysical Centre 
Molodezhnaya 3 
Moscow 117296 
RUSSIA.
Internet email: SGC@adonis.iasnet.com

To obtain copies send four blank 1.4MB 3.5 inch disks to Dr 
Feldstein and two disks will be returned containing the 
software. The additional disks will offset postage costs.

Phil Wilkinson
lonospheric Prediction Service 
Sydney, Australia.

Editor: The essential part of this, namely the instmctions on 
where and how to obtain copies of the demo, was inadvert- 
ently omitted in the version published in the Time issue 
(Radioscientist 4, p.55). It is therefore printed here in full 
with our apologies.
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Special Subscription Offer to Members of U.R.S.L

JOURNAL OF ATMOSPHERIC 
AND TERRESTRIAL PHYSICS

The Journal of Atmospheric and 
Terrestrial Physics is an international 
Journal concerned with the 
interdisciplinary Science of the Earth’s 
atmospheric and space environment. 
Papers are published on the results of 
experiments and their interpretations, and 
on theoretical or modelling studies. 
Papers dealing with rerapte sensing 
carried out from the ground or with in 
situ studies made from rockets or from 
satellites orbiting the Earth are 
particularly suitable. Plans for future 
research, often carried out as an 
international programme, are also 
discussed. Besides original research 
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